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STAMPED FISCAL PAPER AND FISCAL STAMPS 
 

OF THE KINGDOM OF LOMBARDY-VENETIA 
and of the ITALIAN TERRITORIES passed to the AUSTRIAN EMPIRE 

 
used from November 1813 to 1871 

 
with evaluations 

 
 
The present second edition is centred on the study of the use of stamped fiscal paper and fiscal stamps of 
the Austrian Lombardy Venetia Kingdom, but also on those fiscals used in the Italian territories, 
neighbouring and grouped in the Kronlands, passed from the Napoleon Kingdom of Italy to the Austrian 
Empire, from November 1813 to 1871. 
 
Besides the updates effected, including the passage from lire to euro in the evaluations, and the 
reorganization of the material, a new part has been added: it deals with the fiscal stamps in kreuzer and 
florins used in the Kronlands, bearing the letters C.M. (Convention units of money) under the price. 
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The work has been divided into the following sections. 
1) Stamped fiscal paper used just after the fall of Napoleon and before the beginning of the Congress of Vienna, 

that is in the “transitional period” of the Austrian Lombardy Venetia Kingdom from 1813 to 1815. 
2) Stamped paper of the Lombardy Venetia Kingdom cancelled with definitive, special, and control postmarks, and 

used for civil, administrative and judicial acts in the period following the resolutions of the Congress of Vienna, 
that is from 1815 to 30 October 1854, month in which its abolition was ordered, even though its use was 
tolerated until the end of 1858. 

3) “Italian” fiscal stamps used from November 1854 to the end of 1859 in the Lombardy Venetia Kingdom and 
then from 1859 to 1866 in the Venetia Kingdom with value first in centimes and Austrian lire, then in kreuzer 
and florins and in soldi and kreuzer. 

4) Transitional fiscal stamps, “Austro-Italian” and “Italo-Austrian”, from 1866 to 1870, valued in florins and 
Italian lire and in lire and florins. 

5) Fiscal stamps in kreuzer and florins, bearing the letters C.M. (Convention units of money) under the price, used 
in the Italian territories (called Kronlands), separated from the Lombardy Venetia Kingdom and directly 
assigned to the Austrian Empire by decision of the Congress of Vienna in 1815. 

At the end of the volume, one section is devoted to varieties, rarities and curiosities. 
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